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Lord Shiva is a mystical force.
He is the very embodiment of all auspiciousness and
the destruction of all negativities.
In His dance, the world grooves.
In His music, the world reverberates.
And it is the same presence abiding in each one of us.
Invoke that divinity within you this Maha Shivaratri!
Har Har Mahadev!
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Editor's Note
Dear Reader,
It’s a year since the pandemic hit the world and how things have changed since then! Especially global relations
have been fraught with suspicion and caution. Where in the beginning the developed countries wrote off
nations like India and even the whole continent of Africa, we have defied the odds and fared better than most
European and American nations.
This is most made visible in the magnanimous endeavour by India to supply vaccines to countries across the
world, and most of them free of cost. This ‘friendship through vaccination’ takes the cover this issue.
May this spring stir up new vitality and vigour for people world over. Let’s rejoice and pray to grow together
harmoniously.
Make this March memorable.
Love,
Editors
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sarva mangala maangalye, shive sarvaartha saadhike
sharanye tryambake gaurii, naaraayanii namostute।

Goddess Parvati is the auspiciousness of all that is auspicious. She is the

consort of Lord Shiva, who grants every desire of one’s heart. I bow to the
great mother, who has given refuge to me.
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Resolving Inner Conflict

An excerpt from ‘Storm to Perform’, a CCMT publication

by Swami Swaroopananda
The Bhagavad Geeta offers simple techniques
for resolving conflict between our various
personalities. When Arjuna lay depressed

The rule is to always bring your lower
personality under the influence of your
higher personality.

and incapacitated on the floor of his
chariot, Krishna showed him how to
distinguish the conflicts between
his various personalities and to
resolve them by bringing his
lower personalities under the
influence of his higher
ones.

You must
resolve to put
this technique into
practice in everyday
living and train
yourself to identify
conflicts and
resolve them.

You must resolve to put this
technique into practice
in

everyday

living

and train yourself to
identify conflicts and
resolve

them.

Arjuna

experienced

conflict

between all four of his

personalities.

His

spiritual

personality reminded him
of the higher values of
sacrifice and service to
all. Under the influence
of his intellectual self,
Arjuna
of

was

a

principles

man
and

goals whose duty was
to fight for that which
was right. His emotional
personality

was

also

strong

and

he

was

attached

to

his

own

life and to his relatives
who were facing him across
enemy lines. And at a physical
level he was attached to bodily
comforts and the luxuries of royal life.
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Instead of...

							
I’m sorry for disturbing you.				
by Lavina Chotrani

STOP APOLOGISING

I’m sorry I always mess up.
			
I’m sorry I am late.					

I’m sorry for being so difficult.
				
I’m sorry that you have to help me so much.
I’m sorry about talking about my problems so often.
I’m sorry for being so sensitive.
			
I’m sorry I can’t make it tonight.
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Say...

							
Thank you for your precious time.

Thank you for waiting for me.
Thank you for being so loving.
Thank you for all your kind help.
Thank you for listening to me.
Thank you for being accepting of me.
Thank you for inviting me.

START THANKING

		

Thank you for being patient.
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by S. Rana Pratap

and

ANGER

Management

The year was 2006. The FIFA final between France and Italy was at an exciting point. France
having knocked out the favourites Brazil, courtesy an inspiring performance by their captain
Zinedine Zidane, was now clearly on the verge of lifting the cup one more time. But a head-butt
incident during the extra time involving Marcus Materazzi and Zidane, lead to the latter being
sent out with a red card. Had this incident not happened, in all probability France would have
gone on to win that World Cup. Mind you, Zidane had come out of retirement with the hope to
win the World Cup for France.
The infamous slap gate incident in the IPL involving Harbhajan Singh and Sreesanth, the David
Nalbandian incident in 2012, Goran Ivanisevic in 2000, Jose Offerman in 2007, John McEnroe
in 1981 are a few more examples. Another incident that got me thinking again is the one that
involved Novak Djokovic in the US Open. Deep into the set of the fourth round match, he struck
a lines person hard in the throat, leading to a disqualification.
November
20212020
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Djokovic, a Serbian professional tennis player, is ranked world number one
by ATP and has held this ranking for 296 weeks, and for six
years he’s finished as the year number one. Djokovic has
won 17 Grand Slam men's singles titles, the third highest
in history behind only Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal and
is the only player to win all nine Modern ATP Masters 1000
tournaments, which he has done twice. Overall, he has 181
ATP singles titles including
a

record

eight

Australian

Open titles and a record 36
Masters events. Without doubt
a legend. The world of tennis might forget all
the titles he had won but will never forget
the ‘The Hit He Will Forever Regret’.
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The Bhagavad Gita says,
krodhād bhavati sammohaḥ
sammohāt smṛiti-vibhramaḥ
.
smṛiti-bhramśād buddhi-nāśho
buddhi-nāśhāt praṇaśyati

Anger
leads to
clouding of
judgment,

which results in
bewilderment
of the

memory.

When the
memory is
bewildered, the

intellect
gets destroyed;

and when the intellect
is destroyed,

one is ruined.

Anger is an emotion that comes naturally to any person, especially in sports where there
is an adrenaline rush. So what should one do? Suppress one’s anger or express it? Anger
is an emotion and is not good or bad by itself. It all depends on how we use it. Great
sportspersons like Sachin Tendulkar always made the bat do the talking, while Venkatesh
Prasad used it to win the World Cup match against Pakistan. Most of us either stuff our
anger or we suddenly find ourselves erupting in rage.

It’s time we embrace our anger and

use it positively.

November
20212020
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On Wings & Wheels
with Swami Chinmayananda

Ethical Consideration
in Politics and
Economics

Anjali: Would it be considered selfish to claim one’s just rights in money matters,
or should one give in to the other person just to avoid unpleasant losses?
Swamiji: It all depends upon the conditions and situation. If the other fellow is
making a fool of you, don’t yield your right to him. Teach him it is not worthwhile.
If the other person is in trouble and you can afford it, don’t pressurise him. Money
is not everything.

Anjali: If the tax laws in a country are so stringent that people are forced to make
money through various loopholes in the law to maintain a standard of living,
would this be called an infringement of business ethics?
Swamiji: When the situation is so choking and taxation abominably high, people
will automatically do it. It becomes not a question of morals but a question of
survival. Business as an institution or as an individual has to survive. Unintelligent
laws bring about this moral problem. When the problem comes, an average
man will succumb to immorality readily. It takes a hero to stay honest in those
circumstances and suffer for the sake of the general law. But such people will be
only a handful, in any community, at any period of history, so intelligent governors
should see that the laws are not stringent.
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An excerpt from On Wings and Wheels, a CCMT publication.

Continued from previous issue.
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ILLUSION
DECODED

Traitors Within

by Swami Mitrananda &
Yuva Veers

kam< ³aex< laeÉ< maeh< TyKTva=Tman< pZyit sae=hm!,
AaTm}an-ivhIna mUFaSte pCyNte nrkingUFa>.
kämaà krodhaà lobhaà mohaà tyaktvä’tmänaà paçyati so’ham,
ätmajïäna-vihénä müòhäste pacyante narakanigüòhäù.
Leaving desire, anger, greed and delusion, the seeker sees in the Self, ‘He am I’.
They are fools who have no Self-knowledge and they (consequently), as captives in
hell, are tortured.
Know the six enemies1 of the mind. If they conquer us, we are in bondage. If we

conquer them, we have all the freedom in the world. Let us wake up to our true
Self!

WHO ARE OUR BIGGEST ENEMIES?
We have to cut off the hood of the traitors within us, for they have the power to veil our
intellect. We must not allow any imperfections to dictate to us.

There are six roadblocks in the path of our goal. These six suffocate the mind. The moment

we drop them, we experience great relief. Crossing over these roadblocks—desire,
anger, greed, delusion, intoxication and jealousy1—we must strive on with enthusiastic

alertness to feel the inspired experience of our true nature. The greatest gift we can give
ourselves is freedom from these imperfections.

1

kama, krodha, lobha, moha, mada, matsarya
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The greatest gift we can give ourselves is freedom
from these imperfections.

For the next two hours, wear shoes that are one size
smaller than what you wear. What is the thought that
comes to your mind once you take them off?
Or
Tie a suitcase or chair to your leg and walk around the
house doing all your normal chores. How does it feel to
get it off your leg?
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by KS Yashaswini

A Dharma Dialogue Between Narada and Yudhishthira

Prologue:
India’s wisdom comes from its scriptures and
epics. The reason we keep going back to the
lessons from the Ramayana and Mahabharata
is because it is lived history, itihasa. The
uniqueness of their format is contained in the
poetry and mysticism as penned by Valmiki
and Vyasa respectively. One such section
contained in the Mahabharata is a dialogue
between Narada Muni and Raja Yudhishthira.
Before we get to the dialogue, it is important
to understand both the characters involved
here.

Narada Muni begins
by asking Yudhishthira
about wealth
management, ‘how
do you manage your
wealth?’
divine sage, manifesting across yugas and
guiding seekers. Narada Muni’s image as
a mischief monger comes from a place of
naivety. Anyone who studies his actions will see
how he played a significant role in the making

Narada Muni has been a catalyst for some of
the greatest transformations. He’s a devarishi, a
16 Chinmaya Udghosh | March 2021

of Valmiki, in inspiring Vyasa to write Srimad
Bhagavatam, in creating the perfect devotee

A good practice
would be to account
in Prahlada and in guiding the prodigal son,
Dhruva. Narada Muni travels between worlds
spreading the name and fame of Narayana, a
noble work indeed.
Raja Yudhishthira, on the other hand, is the
epitome of righteousness. He was steadfast in
his dharma to such an extent that an avatara,
Shri Krishna, had to pull his might to make
him utter a white lie. Yudhishthira doesn’t get
the limelight that Arjuna gets for his skills or
Bhima gets for his dramatic character. Yet, of
all characters in the Mahabharata, Yudhishthira
is the most difficult to emulate.
In the Sabha Parva of Mahabharata, Narada
Muni comes visiting Raja Yudhishthira’s
kingdom. Yudhishthira welcomes Narada
warmly and showers him with gifts and
refreshments. Once Narada is suitably rested,

each and every day
what we did with the
wealth we own.
he begins a series of questions to Yudhishthira,
which become a manual on management
and living well. These questions will be the
crux of this new column.
Part - I
Narada Muni begins by asking Yudhishthira
about wealth management, ‘How do you
manage your wealth?’ This is a pertinent
question for any leader, householder or policy
maker. We need wealth to survive in this world,
yet we do not introspect or plan enough to
invest, save or spend wisely. A good practice
Chinmaya Udghosh | March 2021 17

would be to account each
and every day what we did
with the wealth we own.
Everybody

owns

wealth

in some quantity and in
several

forms,

such

as

money, jewellery, property,
commercial assets and so
on. It is our duty to earn
righteously and manage
our

wealth

judiciously.

By this question, Narada
also

indicates

that

Wealth creation
and accumulation
is only a goal
in life, never
the goal of life.

Yudhishthira has a responsibility towards the citizens of
the kingdom, after all the king manages the country’s
resources too.
In the Isavasya Upanishad the text begins with a
hymn praising the Creator and Creation, and at the
same time warning against coveting somebody else’s

wealth. This philosophy of no greed and living a life dedicated to a larger goal is possible only
if wealth is managed well. Wealth creation and accumulation is only a goal in life, never the goal
of life. This openly decries actions of leaders who are corrupt and of citizens who are immoral.
We so often read stories of companies going bankrupt or individuals spending vast swathes of
money on an impulse. These do not augur well for the individual, household, economy or the
world at large. When we are cautious about our wealth, we also make wiser decisions about
donating for the right causes and saving for our own future. By starting on this note, Narada
makes it clear that Yudhishthira must take charge of how wealth is generated, distributed and
invested in his kingdom. And therein lies a message for us on how to live life well.
18 Chinmaya Udghosh | March 2021

Irasuto
by Disha Daswani

Change the color of the grey cells to either black or white based on the following rules:
• A number in a white cell indicates how many white cells can be seen altogether
looking north, south, east, west (up to a cell with a different color or a numbered cell or
the edge of the diagram).
• A number in a black cell indicates how many black cells can be seen altogether looking
north, south, east, west (up to a cell with a different color or a numbered cell or the
edge of the diagram).

Solution on page 41

Note: The color of a cell with a number must not be changed.
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Tech Obsolescence
by Pankaj Lohia

Technological obsolescence occurs when a tech product is no longer wanted even though it may
be in perfectly working condition. This happens because a newer product has been developed
to replace the older one.
Every year we have scores of new devices being launched in the market with little upgrades,
yet we see hundreds and thousands of people flocking and waiting in queues to be the first
ones to get their hands on one of those devices. The manufacturers rely on such consumer
behaviour to sell millions of devices with ‘marginal’ upgrades year after year. This is a part of their
business strategy called ‘planned obsolescence’ to make a perfectly running device obsolete by
launching a similar one in the market.
This systematic behaviour is what triggers rampant consumerism, makes us socially alienate
people who are on older versions of the devices and also contributes heavily to the problem
of e-waste management which is now one of the biggest concerns to our environment. Selfrestraint is one of the ways out of this menace which yet again highlights the value of spiritual
knowledge.

Q: What
is the
nature o
f the vic
ious
cycle of
Q: What kind
of people
b i r tcannot
h s be
put in a
the
right
course
of
n d d e a t h life even
s?
by force?
A: It is t
habituallyh rowdy,
the
e
cA:
o nThe
t iwho
n u i are
ones
doubtful
n g always
t
h st of
of everything, thei rirreversibly
d
e
s
i r e sthe
pessimistic and
. ungrateful
ones.
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WISE

NUGGETS

pi][a< blmakazae mTSyanamudk< blm!,
dubRlana< bl< raja balana< raedn< blm!.

Space is the strength of birds;
Water is the strength of fish;
the king is the strength of the weak;
howling is the strength of children.

Dr. Ramachandran Nagaswamy is an Indian historian,

archaeologist and epigraphist, known for his work on
temple inscriptions and art history of Tamil Nadu. Dr.

Nagaswamy has also guided several thousand school

and college students in cleaning and preserving nearby

historical places and monuments. His research works

and publications have kindled interest in Indian history,
and especially, helped in showing the connectedness

in Dravidian and Sanskrit language traditions.
Dr. R. Nagaswamy was awarded the Padma
Bhushan in 2018.
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Prime Ministers of India
by Disha Daswani

Every month, Figure It Out will feature a word search on India. Good luck as you

solve this one on the Prime Minsters of India. Words can go upwards, downwards,

Solution on page 41

forwards and backwards.

Nehru

Vajpayee

Gujral

Gandhi

Rao

Gowda

Singh

Desai

Shekhar

Modi

Shastri
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Nanda

India is Nursing the World Back to Health
by Pratik Kanodia

‘Hope is the only thing stronger than

severe distress and millions of businesses

fear’, said President Snow in The Hunger

are permanently shut worldwide—India, the

Games. Today, when the entire world is barely

‘pharmacy of the world’, is working overtime

coping with the pandemic that originated

to ship life-saving vaccines to its neighbours,

in China—global supply chains are under

as promised.
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Mauritius, Morocco, Seychelles, Myanmar,
Bahrain, Nepal, Bhutan, Maldives, Bangladesh,
Oman, Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait
are some of the countries to which India has
gifted ‘hope’, as free COVID-19 vaccines
—developed by Oxford-AstraZeneca and
manufactured by the Serum Institute of India,
the world’s largest vaccine manufacturer—
have begun landing on their airstrips under
the #VaccineMaitri initiative.
CARICOM (a group of twenty island countries),
the Pacific states, Nicaragua, Canada and
Mongolia are among many others in line to
receive the Indian manufactured shots. Plans
are also in place to further supply ten million
doses to Africa and one million to UN health
workers under GAVI’s COVAX facility.
The China angle
A friend in need is a friend indeed. China’s
profiteering motives in exporting its own
vaccines have worked in India’s favour while
proving expensive for itself. For instance, China,

24 Chinmaya Udghosh | March 2021

despite being 6,364% bigger than Bangladesh
(by
landmass),
asked
for
monetary
contribution for developing the vaccines in
return for free shots. Contrast that with India,
which provided two million Covishield doses in
a week for free—zero conditions applied.
It helps to know that the world might not
forget after all, that China supplied to Brazil
vaccines with efficacy as low as 50% (basically
rendering them useless), and masks and PPE
kits of unspeakably poor quality to other
countries. In the same breath, India went from
being a net importer of masks, ventilators and
PPE kits to a net exporter—its manufacturing
efficiency and capacity building skills on
display for the global community.

In all earnestness, countries near and far
receiving life-saving Indian vaccines is a
significant world event that has put the land
of Yoga and Ayurveda on a global heartwinning juggernaut. In nursing the world back
to health, India is walking its talk. International
sentiments towards it have taken a sharp turn,
going from ‘a poor handler of the pandemic’
to being ‘the world’s saviour’ in a few months.
In a press conference, the United Nations
Secretary-General, Antonio Guterres, lauded
India saying, ‘the capacity to produce vaccines
of India is one of the best assets that
the world has today’.

Indian Ocean Region, which are also a part of
India’s SAGAR (Security and Growth for All in
the Region) policy. It is noteworthy that the
Indian External Affairs Minister has implied on
many occasions that ‘everything in the world
of international relations is strategic’.
India’s COVID-19 response has earned it
many friends, be it the VandeBharat missions,
#VaccineMaitri or the initiatives to supply
HCQ and PPE kits. With the right policy push,

The strategy
India’s ‘neighbourhood first’ policy
knits together the Indo-Pacific Oceans
Initiative (IPOI) (which calls for a free,
open, inclusive and a rules-based
Indo-Pacific region), the SagarMala
projects and other connectivity and
infra based initiatives, to position
itself as a leader in the region, among
the only nations that can rise up to
China’s intimidating pressure tactics.
For instance, the India-Myanmar-Thailand
Trilateral Highway which extends all the
way to Vietnam, the International Solar
Alliance (ISA), the Coalition for Disaster
Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI), the setting
up of a COVID-19 emergency fund at SAARC
and contributing development assistance
worth USD 1 billion to Asian countries are
some initiatives through which India is
counterbalancing increasing Chinese influence
in the region.
The
#VaccineMaitri
initiative
delivered
vaccines to many maritime countries in the

freer markets, and lesser red-tape, belief in
India’s ability to build capacity will neither go
unnoticed nor unrewarded. The messaging
has been clear and received well; globally
too, of all countries reaching out, it has been
India first.
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The ‘No-Label’ Challenge
by KS Yashaswini

Ever so often we become the biggest obstacles This labelling is quite insidious. We keep
on our own journeys. More specifically, who we picking up signs and enablers in our schools,
think we are and what we are capable
homes and society without giving it a
of. Swami Chinmayananda has
second thought. ‘I am good at
We c
mentioned in his writings and through
singing but I just cannot dance!’,
an
the clever B-M-I chart, how our ego
definnever my roommate used to complain.
e
is nothing but our own identity with
ou
Only because someone at school
with rselves
the body, mind and intellect. It’s
out
had told her that she danced a
it a giving little funny. But we egged her on
all about how we associate with
labe
different perceptions, emotions
l.
and she readily jived to a
or thoughts. And it never really ends,
beat effortlessly. What’s
when you think about it.
more, she realised that it was
We can never define ourselves without giving so much fun. Now, she goes
it a label. And especially those labels which for dance classes and sees
we have been conditioned to believe is our that as a great workout as
true nature. For example, how easily we well.
classify ourselves as introverts or extroverts or
ambiverts. How often we shy away from some
activity or experience by thinking, ‘Eh, that’s
just not me!’ Why, I have been foolish enough
to even declare that some colour is not my
personality! How pettily I attached my likes
and dislikes upon an innocent colour!
26 Chinmaya Udghosh | March 2021

In our heads, we
build an image
of ourselves. We
add traits to that
personality and
tell what it can do

and what it cannot. Never do we realise how

herself as being opposed to her mother.

big an impediment it becomes while evolving

How that label came about, she never even

through life. No identity is going to be

realised. But she was so glad to drop it!

permanent. Our taste in music, art and books
keep changing. Our idea of pain and pleasure
get reversed easily. What once sparked joy,
could now trigger sorrow. Then why do we
attach ourselves to a flimsy label?
So, at our Chinmaya Yuva Kendra (CHYK) weekly
discussion group we decided to undertake a
week of ‘no-label’ challenge. The results were
surprising and promising to say the least.
People who shunned away from meditation or
japa thinking that it was too advanced for them,
gradually eased into
it. One member told
how it helped her
mend relationships
with

her

mother

because she no
longer identified

Do not
dogmas let old
mighty and the
e
control go take
you are of who
and
you can what
be.

Sometimes we don’t take up goals because
we have already identified ourselves as
being ‘distracted’, ‘lazy’, ‘procrastinating’,
etc. We do not give ourselves a chance
because we have a stamped a mindless
label upon ourselves. ‘I am too clumsy’, ‘I am
afraid to travel by myself’, ‘public speaking
is not for me’ and so on. Just try going one
week without slapping a label upon yourself.
Or acting as per a label already attached to
yourself. It will make a world of difference.
There
are
newer
possibilities
and
opportunities every single moment. Do
not let old dogmas and the mighty ego
take control of who you are and what you
can be. And truly, if we stop identifying
with the body, mind and the intellect, we
can become the divine instruments we are
meant to be!
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A Glimpse of life at
Chinmaya Vishwavidyapeeth

Chinmaya Vishwavidyapeeth (CVV), deemedto-be-university in the ‘de novo’ category,
based in Kochi, Kerala, offers a variety of
unique programmes perfectly blending
Contemporary Knowledge Systems and Indian
Knowledge Systems. Here are some highlights
from the University in recent times.
University of the Year-2020 for Traditional
Excellence
The year 2020 ended on a high note for CVV
with it being recognised as ‘University of the
Year-2020 for Traditional Excellence’ by The
Academic Insights magazine. CVV was featured
in the December 2020 issue of the magazine
highlighting its unique blend of programmes
with a foundation in Indian Knowledge
Systems. The Academic Insights is a monthly
28 Chinmaya Udghosh | March 2021

magazine
that aims at helping educational establishments
showcase their proficiency and competence.
Read the full article here: https://
theacademicinsights.com/Award-WinningUniversities-of-2020/#page=24
International Conference on New Frontiers
in Sanskrit and Indic Knowledge (NFSI)
CVV’s flagship annual, international conference
on New Frontiers in Sanskrit and Indic
Knowledge (NFSI) explores contemporary
challenges from the acuity of Indian Knowledge
Traditions (IKT). The 4th edition organised
by CVV’s School of Ethics, Governance and

Cultural Studies in collaboration with
the Indian Council of Historical Research
(ICHR) attempted to create dialogues
around the theme ‘Law, Public Policy and
Governance—Global Future and Indian
Indigenous Perspectives’. The sessions
were handled by eminent speakers from
multiple disciplines and specialisation
bringing in various perspectives to the
topic. Each session saw dynamic discussions
where the need to look into ancient Indian
values, practices and its cultural underpinnings
was stressed to promote the holistic
development of the individual through
Here
education. The need for a fusional
integration of principles, policies
are some
and practices was noted.
highlights from

the University
in recent
times.

Read more: bit.ly/nfsi4

11th Naada Bindu Festival (NBF)

Presented to

Chinmaya Vishwavidyapeeth

for being the
for

Traditional Excellence

2020

University of the Year

in recognition of the outstanding contributions the
university has made towards society and educational fellowship

The 11th Naada Bindu Festival (NBF) held from
10 to 16 February 2021 featured the best of the
best, from performances and artist-reflections by
globally acclaimed artists who have graced the
NBF stage over the last decade. It got off to a
great start with over 200 fine art lovers glued
to their devices in the comfort of their homes.
Live interactive games were also conducted to
engage the viewers and keep up the feel of the
festival among all.
Read more: bit.ly/nbf11
The stories at CVV are never ending. Connect
with CVV to get charged!

RS Prasad

Editor-in-Chief

Know more: cvv.ac.in | admissions@cvv.
ac.in | 1800-270-4888
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Breathtaking K2
by Taruun Vaiddya
'More people have been to outer space than
have stood on its summit'.
At 8,611 metres tall, K2 is the world’s secondhighest peak after Mt. Everest. It is part of
the Karakoram range of mountains that lies
in the Baltistan region of Pakistan occupied
India (PoI). It is one of the only 14 peaks on
the planet that are taller than 8,000 metres.
However, climbers regard K2 as the ultimate
achievement in mountaineering. In the 117
years of expeditions to K2 between 1902 and
2019, only 400 people ever reached its summit
and lived to tell the tale. It is estimated that for
every four people who reach the summit, one
person has lost their life. K2 is so treacherous
that it has earned a reputation as the ‘Savage
Mountain’. ‘It’s indifferent to suffering but it
isn’t cruel. Its environment is hostile, but it
isn’t angry. It doesn’t have a voice, but it does
speak’.
This
documentary
film
chronicles the journey of
Adrian Ballinger, Carla Perez
and their team of three
others as they attempt to
summit K2.
Preparation
‘On these big mountains,
we’re taking big risks. We
need to be aware of those
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risks and mitigate those risks to the greatest
level we can, and we have to know when it’s
time to go home’.
Adrian and Carla choose to summit it without
supplemental oxygen, as though the challenge
of summiting the mountain wasn’t enough. At
that altitude, breathing becomes laboured
due to the lack of oxygen in the atmosphere.
Both of them are veteran climbers. Carla had
summited three of the fourteen 8,000 m peaks
without supplemental oxygen. A few years
prior, Adrian had attempted to summit Mt.
Everest with no oxygen and ended up nearly
killing himself. It took him two years to build
up the willingness and another year of physical
training, focussed diet etc. to come in strong
for this attempt.

Perseverance
‘...failure is okay... we all fail... we just keep
taking these small steps
toward success and hopefully
it comes and even when it
doesn’t the experiences are
In such
really, really powerful’.

endeavours,
having the
right people
supporting
you is crucial.

To add to the difficulty, less
than a month before they
started, Carla and Adrian
were working and guiding
an expedition to summit
Mt. Everest. The extended

periods at high altitude had taken a toll on
their minds and bodies and they began the
K2 expedition weaker than they’d have liked.
On the way, both Adrian and Carla took ill with
severe bouts of stomach disorders that threw
them off schedule. To add to this, they had
challenges with their porters who were hired to
transport the luggage from the nearest village
Askole to base camp (which itself is a weeklong journey on foot). On reaching the base
camp, they were informed that this year, the
mountain would receive the highest snowfall
recorded in the past thirty years.
Posse
‘I’m at a point in my career, where I want to
have help making those impossible decisions
up high when things go wrong’.

knew this and trusted them to make the right
calls.
Passion
‘Having that stoke and passion and belief
that we can still succeed, it’s so important, it’s
immeasurable’.
In life and death situations, it’s important to have
the right mindset and attitude. One’s ability to
deal with risk and stress combined with decision
making is what adds that x-factor. This can
partly be influenced by the people around us.
But the sure-shot way to infuse this in our lives is
by being passionate about what we do and why
we’re doing it. Despite the hardships and all the
years of experience climbing, Carla says, ‘We
are here to enjoy, to learn and to celebrate...in
the best way, but in a safe way’.

In such endeavours, having the right people
supporting you is crucial. They can make or This documentary covers numerous themes
break any attempts on our part. Adrian and in addition to the ones shared above. What’s
Carla relied on Topo, Palden and Pema and more, on offer are the beautiful views of the
had spent considerable time in the mountains snow-capped mountain ranges, the ruggedness
of the terrain, the stream of
together. They understood
strong winds and the sky that
each other well, understood
turns black at the edge of
the task and what role they
our atmosphere as you look
had to play in supporting Carla
One’s ability
up into infinity; not only did
and Adrian in their attempt.
to deal with
the team attempt to climb
The three of them had
risk and stress
K2 but also managed to
planned to use supplemental
combined with
decision making
document their journey along
oxygen during the climb.
is what adds
the way. On many levels, this
This meant they would have
that
x-factor.
documentary truly is breathan advantage physically and
taking. Do give it a watch; it’s
therefore would make clearer
free to view on YouTube
decisions. Adrian and Carla
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Handling Success at Work

CAREER & U
by Aakanksha Lath

But the question is,
how do you deal with
The last year and a half at work

success?

have been extremely challenging
and rewarding at the same time. I have
played a couple of different roles and they

twenty years… when I flunked the IIT entrance,

have gone on quite well, fingers crossed.

or even before that when I managed to flunk

There has been a plethora of rewards, some

the entrance test to a coaching institute that

leadership recognition and promotion, too! I

would train me for the IIT entrance… or when I

have almost managed to break a life-long jinx

failed an engineering paper twice in succession

of never having received a trophy or a shield in

or when I was passed up for a promotion at

all of my academic journey and over ten years

work... so on and so forth.

of working! So, I am grateful, to say the least.
And obviously, I did bounce back thanks to
What Lies Next?

my Guru, my mother and all the guidance
available beyond that. But the question is, how

Sometime earlier in the day, I was thinking

do you deal with success?

that there is so much help available online and
offline on how to deal with failure and bounce

You must be wondering what kind of a question

back—content which I must confess to having

this is. ‘Who needs to deal with success? It’s

consumed on multiple occasions in the last

the difficult and unpleasant things in life that
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we need to learn to deal with’.
Success is the easiest… or should
be. Turns out, it’s easier said than
done!
All our endeavours in this world
follow the cycle or ‘yoga-kshema'.
In other words, the cycle of
acquiring and preserving. And
successes only adds to this pile.
So, what do we do?
I am sharing a few actions that I have
been trying to practice; it is still WIP (workin-progress) though:
Gratitude. Share the credit like the acceptance speech we hear at award shows; yes that’s where
we start. When we truly believe and understand that whatever has been achieved couldn’t have
happened just by individual effort, and is always the collective at play, that heady sensation
eases out a bit and we feel ourselves easing back to the ground.
Reflection. It is as important to reflect on success as on failure to analyse what we did well and
what could have been better. Like we discussed a couple of months ago, the pursuit of excellence
is an ongoing journey and it is only strengthened by constant reflection and consequent action.
Celebration. It is important to cherish these wins and celebrate, with a slight pat on the back for
ourselves. Absorb the moment fully and shine in it; and
then most importantly, let it go.
F5 or Ctrl+R. Just like when we progress from one
class to another in school, get ready to start afresh with
renewed rigour, energy, wisdom of our past experiences
and a prayer in the heart that may we achieve what we
truly deserve or rather need, and nothing more.
'You are always free to change your mind and choose a

It is as important
to reflect on
success as on
failure to analyse
what we did well
and what could
have been better.

different future or a different past'. – Richard Bach
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by Rohini Manohar
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The Amer or Amber Fort is a palace better

behind every nook and cranny make for the

than any movie set has ever created and

most interesting adventure. I had taken a group

one that even my imagination couldn’t have

of twenty yogis on a small retreat that was all

foreseen. Its sheer grandeur and beauty, which

adventure and self-discovery. On the third day

you can tell despite its dilapidated condition)

of our retreat, we went to the most incredible

is scintillating to the eyes but even more

Amber Fort.

astonishing is the smart use of light and water
to create an air-conditioning effect in the
summer and a heating effect in the
winters.
If you haven’t yet travelled
to the City of Palaces,
Jaipur,

please

make

sure

was getting a sneak peek into the

On the
third day of
our retreat,
we went to the
most incredible
Amber Fort.

you go. The coloured streets,
the robust smells and history that lies
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My personal favourite part about the tour
personal waters of the kings
and the queens.
Pol,

named

Ganesh

after

our

favourite Lord Ganesha,
is a magnificent pathway into
the personal quarters. On
the this intricately carved door,

you will find a picture of
Lord Ganesha, sitting on
a typical Rajasthani stool
reading a book.

A little
ahead of
this beautiful
place is the
Sukh Mahal or
Pleasure Palace
(or Summer
Palace).

As you enter this ornate door, which
essentially is more of a wall, you make your

shimmered with the dancing
flames.
A little ahead of this beautiful
place is the Sukh Mahal or
Pleasure Palace (or Summer
Palace). This palace has the most

way to the Diwan-e-Khas—an open hall for

interesting mechanism in place to keep the

private meetings with the king. A little ahead is

space cool even in the harshest of summers.

the Sheesh Mahal or Mirror Palace—which is an

Behind every marble wall, small inlets of cold

entire palace that has walls and ceilings made

water were allowed to flow keeping the whole

of mirrors and glass. In the afternoon light, the

space naturally cool.

sun glistened making the walls look like they
were covered with a thousand diamonds, each

Following this, we reached the Zenana

glinting and making the place look beautiful.

section—which had rooms for the royal

I thought how wondrous it would be if at

women. The doors were constructed in such a

night there were torchlights and the glasses

way that no one would be able to see who was
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coming in or leaving. It was
the king’s private chambers
and

through

architecture,

privacy was ensured.

Following
this, we
reached the
Zenana section—
which had rooms
for the royal
women.

all creation erupted.

In today’s world of black and
white, we are meant to be one

The palace also houses a few temples, one
of which was used to pray and act as an altar
of dedication before the kings went to fight for
the people. As I walked around, I mused how
the lives of these ancient kings were the perfect

or the other—dharmic or wealthy—it
feels almost like an antonym for wealth that
righteousness exists. How then did these

mix of Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksha. They

ancient kings live? Did we look for more than

lived in palatial homes, letting themselves

just architectural marvels when we forgot about

enjoy every pleasure but the temples were a
reminder that everything was a dedication to
the goddess who was the source from where

them? Did we lose out on a more nuanced and
balanced way of living?

‘Some beautiful paths can’t be discovered without getting lost’.―
Erol Ozan
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by Rukma Sadekar

Aries

(Mar 21 - Apr 20)

Taurus

(Apr 21 - May 21)

It is wise to apply the oil of
refined politeness to the
mechanisms of friendship. Don’t
take your friendship for granted,
no matter how old and deep it
is. After all, it involves human
beings with a heart that feels
and hurts. We must be honest
and frank about everything
yet that does not mean being
rude and hurtful. The friendship
might withstand the onslaught
for a while but not forever.

All that we want is someone who
will listen to us. Isn’t it? That’s
exactly what others expect from
us as well. As the old adage goes,
do unto others what you would
have others do unto you. If you
want to be heard, first learn to
listen. When heard, a person feels
cared for, loved, understood and
appreciated. They also feel better
having had the opportunity to
give vent to their feelings.

Leo

Virgo

(July 24 - Aug 23)

The art of nurturing a healthy
and beautiful relationship is
in knowing what to overlook.
Whatever we focus on is what
we will have more of. So, catch
them doing good instead of
pointing out the wrong and
soon you will find a phenomenal
difference in behaviour. It will
also change your perspective
of looking at things and
people and thereby help you
appreciate people and their ways
in hitherto unknown areas.

Sagittarius

Nov 24 - Dec 21)

The happiest and most
successful people make
decisions on the basis of what
is fair and equitable,
what is
Capricorn
20)
good and right, (Dec
and 22not- Jan
what
is popular — bearing in mind
that not everyone will be
pleased with these decisions.
Think twice before you make
decisions. Never will everyone
be happy with your decisions.
Keep in mind the larger good
while making decisions.

(Aug 24 - Sep 23)

Gemini

(May 22 - Jun 21)

The world is like a great
gymnasium where we come
to make ourselves strong:
physically, mentally, emotionally
and spiritually. Use it that way.
Don’t get too involved with
the world. Be in the world but
not of the world. Like the lotus
flower, draw nourishment from
the world that you are in, grow
and add to the beauty of the
world yet remain untouched by
the murkiness of the world.

Libra

(Sep 24 - Oct 23)

Cancer

(Jun 22 - Jul 23)

Be who you are and say what you
feel; because those that matter,
don't mind. And those that mind,
don't matter. You cannot change
to fit into the mould that others
have created for you. If they truly
care, they will accept you for what
you are. Of course, that does not
mean we can be obnoxious, rude,
harsh or ruthless. We still have to
mind our actions and speech to
ensure we don’t hurt anyone.

Scorpio

(Oct 24 - Nov 23)

Keep aside your doubts about the
existence of God. The pertinent
question is whether you believe
in yourself. Without faith in
oneself, there is not much that
we can know about. As Swami
Vivekananda said, ‘You cannot
believe in God until you believe
in yourself.’ Look within and find
answers to your questions. The
existence or non-existence of
God will get proven by itself.

Don’t you dare give up! Where
there is love, inspiration and hard
work, success is inevitable. It
may be delayed, but it is not out
of reach. ‘Slow and steady wins
the race’ is as true for you as it
was for the tortoise in the story.
Keep going. Often the changes
are minute and may not be
obvious. But over time they build
up to reveal significant chance.
Keep at it and don’t give up.

When we don’t like someone we
tend to notice their faults; and
when we like someone we don’t
notice their faults. The easiest
thing to find is a fault, whether
our own or that of others.
Instead, how about trying to find
the ‘good’? Start with yourself.
Take a pencil and paper and jot
down ten good things about you.
Then do the same about people
you’re having trouble with. Not
easy but certainly doable.

Capricorn

Aquarius

Pisces

(Dec 22 - Jan 20)

How you feel is entirely in your
hands. If you decide to be happy,
no one can stop you. If you decide
to be unhappy, no one can help
you. All that decides between
being happy and unhappy is
a single thought: I am happy,
despite everything. Carry that
thought with you all the time
and you will not be plagued by
unhappiness and despair. Even
if they creep in, armed with
that thought, you can drive
the negative feelings away.

(Jan 21 - Feb 19)

There are three ways to learn
and be wise: First, by reflection,
which is noblest; second, by
imitation, which is the easiest;
and third by experience, which
is the bitterest. Life follows
the third method. Not a single
experience is a waste, be it a
pleasant experience or a bitter
one. Each has a lesson to teach,
only if we are open to learning.
Learn from past experiences
and use the wisdom gained to
make decisions in the future.

(Feb 20 - Mar 20)

Before you can get what you
want in life there is a crucial first
step that you must take: Decide
what you want. Only then can
you chart the course of action
and move towards your goal,
one steady step at a time. With
the goal in sight, nothing is
impossible. Without a goal, our
aspirations are mere wishes and
our journey, a directionless pursuit
of something abstract and wishful,
hard work notwithstanding.
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What did the mama cow say to the baby cow?
It’s pasture bedtime.

What did the history teacher do to the student’s report on the
history of cheese?
He grated it.

How do mountains see?

Images sourced from Freepik.com

They peak.

What did the cat take with his morning milk?
The mewspaper.
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